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President’s Report 

 

Stan Boyatzis 

Welcome to our second newsletter for 2017 with a special welcome to our new members.                                                            
Our director, Ken Hogwood, signed up seven new members at the recent Southern Ohio Regional and           
membership now stands at 197. The executive continues to work hard to promote the chapter and I again 
encourage current members to spread the word about Chapter 195 and invite friends with an interest   in 
carriage clocks to join. Remember, this is your newsletter so if you have any helpful hints or unusual carriage 
clocks you own or have seen please share these with the membership. If you have any queries about a carriage 
clock please do not hesitate to contact Doug or Ken. Details are at the back of the newsletter.    

This month’s feature article is by Tom Wotruba on “A Large Triple-Fusee Travel/Carriage Clock with Duplex 
Escapement by E. J. Dent”. Tom has thoroughly researched this clock which has an unusual triple-fusee 
movement with a jeweled duplex escapement.  It strikes and repeats the quarters on two bells and strikes each 
hour on a gong.                                                                                   
The second article is by Ken Hogwood who has researched and discusses “The Rise and Fall of the Paris 
Carriage Clock Industry”. Both Tom and Ken welcome any questions or comments that members may have.  

 In this newsletter I have also included a section on carriage clocks sold at the recent R.O. Schmitt Spring 2017 
Auction. I have included estimates, condition reports, and prices realized and hope members find this useful 
and of interest. Included in this section is a link to a short video on the unusual Courvoisier carriage clock.                            

Remember copies of previous newsletters, hints and a question page are included on our website. There are 
also carriage clock articles from the Bulletin and carriage clock videos from the NAWCC library. You will 
need to be logged in as a NAWCC member to access these. 

http://net.nawcc.org/Chapter195/Home/Chapters/Chapter195/Home.aspx 

A link to the Online Galleries website is again included. This is a useful websites to research retail prices of 
carriage clocks and what is currently for sale. The website is updated weekly. We are happy to include other 
websites that may be of interest to the membership. The Executive Committee hopes you enjoy reading the 
Newsletter. 

Members of the Executive Committee: 

Stan Boyatzis: President (Aust.) Email: carriageclocks@optusnet.com.au                                                       
Keith Potter: Vice President (Aust.)                                                                                                                      
Doug Minty: Secretary (Aust.) Email: dminty@optusnet.com.au                                                                  
Ken Hogwood: Director (USA).                                                                                                                          
John Hamilton: Director (Aust.)                                                                                                                           
Carl Sona: Director (Aust.)                                                                                                                         
Tom Wotruba: Director (USA)     

Email: carriageclock195@hotmail.com  
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A Large Triple-Fusee Travel/Carriage Clock with Duplex Escapement by E. J. Dent 

                                                         By Tom Wotruba (USA)                     

 

Introduction 

The English clockmaker Edward John Dent (1790 – 1853) made a number of outstanding large carriage 
clocks, sometimes referred to as travel clocks, which are highly prized by collectors as reflected in the 
auction prices they generate.1  The two major carriage clock books (authored by Charles Allix and 
Derek Roberts) give generous attention to these clocks by Dent and his successors, picturing and 
describing about 30 such clocks and parts of their movements.2 But not included in either of those books 
was the clock that is the subject of this article – a triple-fusee movement with a jeweled duplex 
escapement that strikes and repeats the quarters on two bells and strikes each hour on a gong.  It is 
shown in Figure 1 and a close-up of its number 13261 and maker’s signature on the dial plaque is seen 
in Figure 2.             

    

    Figure 1. Dent clock 13261.   Figure 2. Close-up of signature and    
                       number on dial. 

                                                            
1 For example, an eight‐day time, strike, and eight‐bell quarter‐hour chime fusee movement with calendar dials for day of 
week and day of month and backplate marked Dent/London/ 13262, sold in a Skinner auction in December 2012 for 
$50,000 plus buyer’s premium. 
2 Charles Allix, Carriage Clocks: Their History and Development, Antique Collectors’ Club, 1974, pp. 247‐264; and Derek 
Roberts, Carriage and Other Travelling Clocks, Schiffer Publishing Ltd., 1993, pp. 303‐319. 
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The backplate contains a similar but slightly expanded signature under the bells – Dent, London, 
No.13261. 

When was the clock in Figure 1 made?  Allix offers some guidance on this, based on the examples he 
pictured and listed with their serial numbers and estimated dates. Clock number 12683, the closest lower 
number than 13261, was dated as 1845-47. Clock number 14880, the closest higher number than 13261, 
was dated 1849-50. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that 13261 can be dated circa 1847-49, during 
the later years of Dent’s lifetime.  

 

Features of the Clock Case 

Some of the details that make up the case of the clock shown in Figure 1 can help us appreciate what 
E.J. Dent created.  The dark bronzed case includes a plain outside base and reeded top with bun feet and 
a corresponding dark bronze carrying handle. The silvered and engine-turned dial contains a pierced 
scroll and engraved gilt mask surrounding a Roman chapter ring with gold Breguet-style hands.  The 
case is glazed on all four sides and the top, and its dimensions are 10 ½ inches tall with handle up, 6 
inches wide, and 5 ½ inches deep. The diameter of the dial is 3 ½ inches and the top window spans 3 ½ 
by 4 ½ inches.  The clock is relatively heavy, weighing approximately 20 pounds. While fully portable, 
its size and weight make it definitely more substantial and less attractive for frequent carrying than many 
typical carriage clocks. 

 

Striking and Repeating Pattern 

The movement of this clock has some components that offer a great deal of interest and deserve 
expanded discussion. One of these is the striking and repeating pattern.  As already noted, the clock 
produces a grande sonnerie striking pattern.  It employs two bells to strike the quarters and a gong to 
strike the hours, and these are found on the backplate as seen in Figure 3. For example, at the first 
quarter hour the two bells are struck. On the hour, the four quarters are sounded first before the hour is 
struck.  This is in contrast to the pattern of many French grande sonnerie clocks which do not strike the 
quarters at the hour but only sound the hour.   

Figure 1 shows the repeat button on the side of the clock.  When it is activated the clock repeats the last 
quarter on two bells and then strikes the preceding hour on the gong. On many French clocks that repeat 
grande sonnerie, the repeat button activates the counting of the previous hour followed by an indication 
of the prior quarter hour on two bells or gongs. Many grande sonnerie clocks also have a lever, often 
under the base of the clock whereby the striking mechanism can be silenced or changed between grande 
sonnerie and petite sonnerie.  In this Dent clock there is a strike-silent lever on the backplate which can 
be seen in the upper right corner of Figure 3. When engaged, it silences the bells and gong. 
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    Figure 3. Backplate of 13261 showing the bells with their two hammers   
                    and the gong with its one hammer. 

 

The Triple Fusee 

Figure 3 also shows three winding arbors, one each for the three springs enclosed in their barrels that 
power the time, hour-strike gong, and quarter-chime bells. The time arbor is immediately above the nest 
of two bells, while the quarter-chime arbor appears in the upper left just below the top coil of the gong 
and the hour-strike arbor is in the upper right just below the top coil extending from the gong support.  
Note also the hand-set arbor with its circular knob just left and across the coil from the hour-strike arbor. 

These arbors wind springs that each drive a train that is connected to its respective fusees by means of a 
chain. The fusees are tapered pulleys of conical shape with a continuous groove to capture the chain as it 
is wound onto the fusee cone. As winding occurs, the chain proceeds along the cone from its greatest to 
its least diameter. As the springs unwind, they exert less power but that loss is compensated by the 
increased leverage from the fusee cone as the chain progresses to the wider part of the taper.  The effect 
is to produce more consistent power throughout the period of time covered by one winding of the 
springs – about eight days in the case of this clock requiring about 27 or 28 half turns of each winding 
arbor with its key. The result, of course, is to increase the accuracy of timekeeping. 
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Figure 4 shows a side view of the movement where the fusees are housed, and identifies the function of 
each. Note that these fusees are approximately halfway unwound and as they unwind further they will 
increasingly compensate for the loss of power occurring in their respective mainsprings. So in a triple-
fusee clock such as 13261 this consistency will occur not only for timekeeping but also for striking and 
chiming so they do not become more labored or “lethargic” as the week goes by.  Note also that with a 
fusee the force required to wind the springs in their barrels is much more constant – it does not increase 
as the mainsprings tighten. A final point of interest involves the angle whereby the chain passes from 
barrel to fusee.  In a reverse fusee arrangement, as is the case here, the chain unwinds from the opposite 
side of the fusee rather than directly straight across from it, and this is considered to have the benefit of 
minimizing friction.3 

      

Figure 4.  The three fusees inside 13261. The nearest relates to the hour strike, the 
                 middle (and lower than the other two) involves the time train, and the  
                 farthest governs the quarter chime. 

Compensation Balance 

This clock, like many others of its caliber, contains a compensation balance.  It is visible just underneath 
the top window and is pictured in Figure 5. The compensation balance is constructed to minimize the 
impact of temperature changes on the balance and resulting timekeeping accuracy. The outer rim of the 

                                                            
3 Alan Smith (ed.), The International Dictionary of Clocks, London: Chancellor Press, 1996, p. 154; and Donald de Carle, 
Watch & Clock Encyclopedia, New York: Bonanza Books, 1977, p. 212. 
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balance wheel contains a layer of brass that is fused to the inner rim layer of steel.  These two 
component metals have different thermal expansion as temperatures change.  For instance, warmer 
temperatures cause greater expansion in brass . Note that the balance wheel is cut through in two places 
producing two semi-circular bimetallic “arms” that are connected by a band across the diameter of the 
wheel. So a temperature increase and the resulting greater brass expansion will cause the arms to bend 
toward the center of the wheel, thereby counteracting the effect from the lesser expansion of the steel.  
In watch movements this may further help minimize the impact on steel hairsprings from changes in 
temperature. The various screws in the balance arms can be used for further adjustment.4 

                 

      Figure 5. The platform of 13261 containing the compensation balance. 

The Duplex Escapement 

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of this clock is its duplex escapement.  For all the Dent carriage 
clocks mentioned at the start of this article in the two books by Allix and Roberts, none contained a 
duplex escapement.  A characteristic of the duplex escapement, and thus of its name, is that it has two 
sets of teeth. One set is horizontal for locking and the other is vertical for giving impulse.  The locking 
teeth are sometimes called the “long” teeth because they extend beyond the circle of the impulse or 
vertical teeth that are typically situated midway between the locking teeth.5 

The duplex escapement in 13261 is located immediately beneath the platform supporting the balance as 
shown in Figure 5.  It is not accessible to being photographed unless the balance and platform are 
dismantled, and this writer was not willing to risk doing that. Instead, however, a good description of 
this clock is available in Richard Good’s book on Victorian Clocks, which includes a detailed diagram 

                                                            
4 A more detailed discussion of compensation balance is found in A. L. Rawlings, The Science of Clocks and Watches, New 
York: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1944, pp. 123‐125, and Claudius Saunier, Treatise on Modern Horology, Newton 
Centre, MA: Charles T. Branford Company, 1976, pp. 741‐744 and others throughout the book.. 
5More information on duplex escapements is available in many sources.  For example, see W.J. Gazeley, Clock and Watch 
Escapements, London: Robert Hale, 1956, pp. 159‐167.  
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and explanation of its duplex escapement.6 That diagram appears in Figure 6 and its explanation follows 
in the body of this article. 

    
Figure 6. A diagram of the duplex escapement that is found in Dent No.1326 
               (Source:  Richard Good, Victorian Clocks, London: British Museum 
                Press, 1996, p. 36). The explanation follows below in the text. 

Here is the explanation accompanying the diagram in Figure 6: 
 
 A is the locking roller, this has a groove that, as the balance rotates in an anticlockwise 
 direction and at the correct moment, allows the locking tooth D to pass and the escape 
 wheel  E to move forward. The upstanding tooth F on the escape wheel E impulses the 
 pallet B on the balance staff C. As the balance continues to revolve the tooth DI will   
            come to rest against the locking roller A. On the reverse swing of the balance the tooth 
 DI will fall into the notch but will almost immediately be lifted back onto the full  diameter of  
            the roller, so that there will be no action, thus this is a single beat escapement. 
 

                                                            
6 “Quarter‐Striking and Repeating Carriage Clock with a Duplex Escapement by Dent, No. 13261,” in Richard Good, Victorian 
Clocks, London: British Museum Press, 1996, pp. 35‐36. 
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Why Dent used the duplex escapement in this clock is not known. Most of his clocks pictured in the 
sources previously cited contained a chronometer escapement with a few having a lever. In the mid-19th 
century, the duplex “was in great favor in England” however.7 But it has been criticized when compared 
with the chronometer and lever versions.8  For example, the duplex will not start by itself if accidentally 
stopped, and because of its delicacy its proper functioning depends on the very highest quality of work 
in its creation and maintenance. Yet Saunier stated that in the humid climate of England the duplex 
performance was more satisfactory than any other escapement, especially when used in carriage clocks. 
From the 20th century on, however, it would be quite rare to find carriage clocks with duplex 
escapements. 
 
Edward John Dent – the Maker 
 
Much has been written elsewhere about E. J. Dent9  so these comments will be brief. He was born 
August 19, 1790 and died March 8, 1853. In about 1810 he worked with Richard Rippon and later 
married his widow, acquiring two step-sons Richard Edward Rippon and Frederick William Rippon. In 
the 1830s Dent became a partner with John Roger Arnold, and clocks signed Arnold and Dent appeared.  
When Dent died in 1853, he left his business to be divided between his two step-sons under the 
condition that they take the last name of Dent. They agreed and in 1853 Richard took over the business 
at 33 Cockspur Street and Frederick assumed the 61 Strand location. Perhaps E.J. Dent is most widely 
known regarding the “Big Ben” clock at Westminster Palace.  He secured the contract in 1852 but died 
before construction started, and it was completed under the supervision of his step-son Frederick.  The 
business evolved over time, continuing under the name E. Dent & Company until it ceased in 1966. 
 
The author thanks David LaBounty and Stan Boyatzis for helpful suggestions on early drafts of this 
article, and would appreciate hearing from anyone with related comments or questions. Please contact 
him at twotruba@mail.sdsu.edu. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
7 Paul M. Chamberlain, It’s About Time, London: The Holland Press, p. 129. 
8 See Saunier, footnote 4, pp. 298 and 345. 
9In addition to the sources in footnote 2, see Vaudrey Mercer, Edward John Dent and His Successors, London: Antiquarian 
Horological Society, 1977, and Arthur Tremayne, ”London’s Great Family of Horologists,” Horological Journal, December 
1947, pp. 668‐678. 
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“THE RISE AND FALL OF THE PARIS CARRIAGE CLOCK INDUSTRY”  

By Ken Hogwood FNAWCC 

Abraham Louis Breguet (1747-1823) must be credited with making the first true carriage clock or 
“pendule de voyage” as it was called in Paris when he sold his first ones very late in the 1700s and 
early 1800s.  He was joined in his Paris shop by his son Louis-Antoine about 1807.  The new firm 
name was “Breguet et Fils”.  By 1810 the Breguets had made and sold almost 200 true carriage 
clocks to the wealthy in France.  

However, it was Paul Garnier (1801-1869), another Paris clockmaker, who made the pendule de 
voyage affordable for the French and European travelers, which was the main purpose for such a 
clock.  This feat was accomplished by semi-mass production of this new style of portable 
timekeeper.  At the “1827 Paris Exhibition” Breguet, Garnier and other Paris clockmakers were 
showing off their versions of a carriage clock.    

Carriage clocks had now become a new industry in Paris.  The list of Paris clockmakers making 
this new style clock included clockmakers, some who are now famous. Auguste, Berolla, 
Blondeau, Bolviller, Bourdin, Delépiné, Devaux, Diette, Drocourt, Dumas, Hour, Jacot, Lépante, 
LeRoy, Leroy, Margaine, Maurice, Oudin, and many other Paris clockmakers joined Breguet and 
Garnier making and selling these new traveling clocks in Paris.  

How was it possible these Paris clockmakers could produce the hundreds of thousands of carriage 
clocks so much in demand by world travelers from the entire civilized world in the 1800s? The 
secret was they didn’t make the entire clock!    

Far away from Paris, in the “Franche-Comté Region”, near the Swiss border, another industry was 
evolving in Badevel and Beaucourt.  By the 1830s, Frédéric Japy (1749-1812) and his five sons, 
“Japy Frères”, were producing thousands of blancs-roulants (rough movements) to be finished by 
the Paris clockmakers.  However, they didn’t have a monopoly on this blancs-roulant business.  

The town of Saint-Nicholas-d’Aliermont, near the other French border, became a major producer 
of blancsroulants, sometimes referred to as “greys”, in the early 1830s.  Some of the best early                               
Saint-Nicolasd’Aliermont blanc-roulant makers were Baveux Frères, Croutte, Delepine, Holingue.  

These blancs-roulants consisted of the plates, pillars, spring barrels, wheels and pinions polished 
and planted to their proper depth.  In the more complicated movements they also supplied the 
striking and repeating works behind the dial.  Dials, hands, gongs or bells, and escapements were 
not included, and the Paris finisher usually had to procure and assemble these parts as well as 
casing the movement.    

The carriage clock industry depended on another group of craftsmen to supply the platform 
escapements which were manufactured in the towns of Montbéliard and Morteu located near the 
border of France and Switzerland.  The company Coulon & Moliter made complete escapements 
for carriage clocks, as did their main competitor, L’Epée, at Saint-Suzanne, as well as other 
companies in Switzerland that made watch components for the watch trade.  

The more elaborate carriage clock cases were manufactured by Paris artisans, such as “L. Lange” 
an early case maker, who worked with cast brass and sometimes silver or gold.  The cheaper multi-
piece carriage clock cases were usually stamped from thin brass sheets by other craftsmen.  
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By early 1855 some well-known blancs-roulant makers were making and selling complete 
carriages clocks.    Jacot and Drocourt had shops in Saint-Nicolas-d’Aliermont and in Paris, and 
Japy Frères had shops in Beaucourt, Badevel and Paris where they made and sold complete 
carriage clocks, as well as blancs-roulants which were sold to other Paris carriage clock finishers.  

Later, others such as Couaillet and Duverdry & Bloquel built large factories in Saint-Nicolas-
d’Aliermont making complete carriage clocks, and they marketed their finished clocks through 
sales agents such as E. Pitcher & Co. of London and H & H Importers of New York, as well as 
others in Europe, China and the USA.  This mass production and direct sales approach was 
necessary to meet the growing competition in the low end carriage clock market in the USA where, 
by the 1890s, mass production of carriage clocks was in full swing.    

There were many carriage clock makers producing high quality carriage clocks between 1830 and 
1890 in Paris, but the competition from St. Nicolas d’Aliermont and Franche Comte Région, 
primarly Beaucourt & Badevel was very great.  

The export sales of higher quality carriage clocks being made in Paris continued to shrink, and only 
two Paris companies finishing carriage clocks remained in the business by 1912, Charles H. Hour 
and M. Margaine.   

The factories of Japy Freres & Cie were no longer just making blancs-roulants for the finishers in 
Paris, they were making complete carriage clocks for the domestic trade, but mostly for export to 
the United States, Europe and China.  Makers like Couaillet, Japy, Duverdrey (later Duverdrey & 
Bloquel) were setting up factories capable of mass producing complete carriage clocks, mostly 
time only, time and alarm, but also some with time and strike.   They were selling in great 
quantities for export to England, USA, China, Japan and other foreign countries.    

Sometimes orders were placed by retailers in America, such as Tiffany, J. E. Caldwell, Bailey, 
Banks & Biddle Co., either direct or through wholesale importers such as E. Pitcher & Co. of 
London, H & H (Harris & Harrington), a New York importer, and others.   The makers often left 
space on the dials and back plates for the insertion of a retailer’s name.  However, the vast majority 
of these high production carriage clocks had no makers name or retailers name on the dial or the 
movement, but some of these clocks do have clues or proof of their Paris maker.  
 
The carriage clock pictured here, from my collection, appears to be one of the “no-name” carriage 
clocks.  There is no name on the dial or on the back plate and no serial number.  This “Cornish” 
style carriage clock is a very well made full size carriage clock, 7 3/8” tall (handle up), 3 ¾” wide 
by 3 ¼” deep.  There were many Paris finished carriage clocks with similar proportion and 
dimensions.  It has time, strike, repeat, striking the hour on a back mounted gong.  The dial is 
engraved decorative silver with an “Ivorene enamel” chapter ring and spade hands.  The multi-
piece case has extra decoration such as “dental work” around the top and bottom, and a nicely 
coordinated cast handle.  The case has a heavy gold plating (electro-plating) which shows almost 
no wear in spite of its age of 100 years or more.  The movement is well made and finished.   

The escapement is a very good compensated lever escapement, probably made by L’Épée of St. 
Suzanne.  

And now the surprise!  Well concealed on the inside front movement plate is the punchmarked 
trade logo “CH in a circle”, the same trademark as described by Tardy’s book as being used by 
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Charles H. Hour, circa 1900!  This is poof Charles Hour made this movement, if not the complete 
carriage clock.  We can only speculate why he did not mark this carriage clock on the back plate, 
which would have made this clock easily identifiable as being made by Charles H. Hour, as in the 
other example carriage clock made by Charles H. Hour shown in this article.  

 

 

It is possible this superior quality carriage clock was meant for export to London or other European 
cities to be marked on the back plate with the trademark of another dealer or finisher, such as 
“Henry Capt”, “Dent”, “Frodsham” or other well-known dealers of carriage clocks in the early 
1900s?    

 

“The Last of the Paris Carriage Clock Makers” 

But ----- This story is about the last two Paris carriage clock finishers still exporting carriage clocks 
to London, Europe and the USA, or even for domestic sales in France!  The “Revue 
Chronométrique” published in 1912 lists only two carriage clock makers with shops in Paris 
offering for sale their “Paris Made” carriage clocks, Charles H. Hour and M. Margaine.  

Charles H. Hour is one of the lessor known names in the French carriage clock industry.   The last 
known address of his Paris shop was at 7 Rue Saint Anastase. Charles Hour possibly apprenticed 
with, or joined forces with Diettte sometime around 1891.  Some carriage clocks have been found 
with the trademark “D H’ and trade style “Diette Fils Hour”.  After this relationship ended around 
1900,  the  trademark became  “C H H” and  sometimes  just  “C H”.   After 1927,  the  trade name 
became “Hour, Lavigne et Cie”.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

C. H. Hour   

Carriage Clock   

Top View   

Lever Escapement  

Directional Arrow  

Punchmark  

Full View  

Back Plate  

                Trademark on  inside   

                  Front Movement Plate   

  
C H 
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Records show E. Pitcher & Co. as Hour’s London agent as of 1910, but it is believed he was also 
Hour’s agent prior to 1910.  Carriage clock sales were beginning a sharp decline by the 1920s.  
Folding leather case travel alarm clocks had all but supplanted carriage clocks as traveling time 
keepers by the 1930s.  

The second carriage clock example of his work, which I own, is clearly marked C. H. HOUR” and 
was made for export to be sold by “Bailey Banks & Biddle Co.”, a Philadelphia, USA merchant.  
This carriage clock is 5 ¾” tall, 3 1/8” wide and 2 ½” deep.  The dial is marked “Bailey Banks & 
Biddle Co. Philadelphia”.  The word “France” is marked under the chapter ring to prove its origin, 
and the back plate also has the same engraving plus the maker’s name “C H HOUR”.  The 
direction punchmark arrow is similar to one found on Couaillet carriage clocks, but does vary 
slightly as if overstruck at a later time.    

 It is possible this could be a Couaillet, or Montbéliard blancs-roulant, purchased by Hour and 
finished in his Paris shop, as it is known they were Hour’s main suppliers of blancs-roulants up 
until WWI (1917).  

This is a simple “Obis” style, multi-piece case, very typical of the ones made in France for export 
between 1900 and 1910.  The movement is 8 day time only with alarm.  It has a nice compensated 
balance, eleven jewel escapement, manufactured in Saint Suzanne, France by L’Epée.  The fact it 
has eleven jewels is proudly engraved on the back plate.    The alarm mechanism is a higher quality 
arrangement than is found on the Duverdrey & Bloquel, or Couaillet export carriage clocks of the 
time.  These slight upgrades could have been the reason Bailey Banks & Biddle chose to purchase 
his carriage clocks over other similar priced carriage clocks being made for export from St. Nicolas 
d’Aliermont, France at the time.    

 

 

C. H. Hour, France – Marked “Baily, Banks & Biddle Co” 
Back Plate Engraved with 

“Baily, Banks & Biddle 
Co., Philadelphia” 

& 
“C. H. Hour, France”

L’Epée Lever Escapement  

Logo Stamped Into Base of 
Clock
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M. Margaine is the other Paris carriage clock maker surviving after 1912.  Margaine’s best known Paris workshop 
address was 22 Rue Berange.  The name Margaine is found on many surviving high quality carriage clocks made 
before 1900.  His name also appears on lessor quality carriage clocks he made.  The mass produced, low quality, 
complete carriage clocks from the Saint Nicholas-d’Aliermont and Franche-Comté regions forever changed the 
French carriage clock industry.  I will leave the Margaine story for a later article.  

  

References:  

Carriage Clocks Their History and Development by Charles Allix, Published 1974  

All photos are from clocks in the author’s private collection.  
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Carriage Clocks sold at the recent R.O. Schmitt Spring 2017 Auction on 

Saturday/Sunday 29th/30th April. 

This is reproduced from the R.O.Schmitt Spring 2017 Catalog. 

Lot 706. Attributed to Courvoisier, La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland. Quarter striking carriage clock 
with dead-center seconds, glazed, gilt brass case on turned feet, front door with scalloped ornament, gilt, 
engraved mask enframing the Roman numeral white enamel dial and subsidiary alarm and date displays, 
blued steel Breguet style hands, 8 day movement having a chronometer platform with pivoted detent 
escapement and five arm steel balance, and polished steel strike work with blued springs mounted to the 
back plate, grand sonnerie (night) striking changing automatically to petit sonnerie (day) striking every 
twelve hours, repeating the hours and quarters on demand, case bottom with sonnerie/ silent lever, case 
bottom numbered 118.  
Estimate: $14,000 - $18,000  
Circa.1840  
6.5in x 4.375in x 3.5in  

Condition Report Lot 706:  
Case dirty, and with losses to gilding, feet replaced, repeat button replaced, dial mask with minor wear 
at winding apertures, time dial with a few minor scratches, minor chips around holes in date and alarm 
dials, seconds hand replaced, movement dirty, gummy, a few specks of oxide on bright work, running 
and striking, service and adjustment recommended, petite striking with one dead blow sounding (an 
adjustment of the lever which blocks the hammers needed). This clock is essentially identical to clocks 
by Frederic Courvoisier illustrated in "Carriage and Other Travelling Clocks" by Derek Roberts, and 
"Carriage Clocks" by Allix & Bonnert. An important difference present in this clock is the use of a 
central seconds hand, beating dead seconds; this may be unique, as all of the other Courvoisier clocks 
we are aware of with seconds display do so on a seconds bit below 12:00. Although this clock is 
unsigned, the favorable comparison with the illustrated clocks supports our attribution. A rare clock. 
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This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $8,000  

Click on link below to view a short video of this clock 

https://youtu.be/pcrAnXjnJtA 
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Lot 707. France, hour repeating carriage clock in the form of a sedan chair, the gilt and silvered brass 
case with rococo style ornament, scrolls, and shells, case sides portraits of a young woman with red 
guilloche and polychrome enamel frames, and also a small oval portrait of a putto in a garden below the 
dial, the top with scrolled brackets supporting a fleur de lis finial, Roman numeral gilt metal dial, also 
with red guilloche and polychrome enamel frame, blued steel hands, 8 day, time and strike movement 
with lever platform, counting the hours on a gong, and repeating the hour on demand.  
Estimate: $5,000 - $7,000  
Circa. 1880  
11in x 3.5in x 8 25in  

Condition Report Lot 707 :  
Case good, silver darkened, paintings very good, guilloche frame on right with some damage and minor 
loss, frame on left with small repair, dial frame with damage at corners, minor loss at lower left, dial 
good, movement tries to run, needs service, striking and repeating functional. This is the nicest example 
of this form that we have handled. 

                 

                                                                                                            

This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $3,000 
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Lot 708. Dent, Paris, a very decorative repeating carriage clock with simple calendar and alarm, the 
cast, gilt case on hybrid paw feet with acanthus and scroll ornament, base with male mask above a 
foliate festoon, the top corners with acanthus ornamented masks and foliate pendants, and the top 
bordered with bead and leaf decorated moldings below an openwork, reinceaux fret, Roman numeral 
white enamel dial with subsidiary displays for alarm, day, and date, blued steel trefoil hands, 8 day, time 
and strike movement with lever platform, striking the hour and half hour in passing, and repeating the 
last hour on demand.  
Estimate: $4,000 - $5,000  
Circa. 1870  
8in x 4.75in x 4.25in  

Condition Report Lot 708 : 
Case dirty, with losses to gilding, and some tarnish, left glass with chips at top, right glass with chip at 
upper right, dial restored, hour hand repaired, movement ticks, strikes, and repeats correctly, bell 
replaced, alarm mainspring broken, alarm winding arbor catches when turned, calendar functional, 
would benefit from service. 

  

    

This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $3,400 
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Lot 710. Charles Oudin, Paris, miniature Caryatides style carriage clock, the silvered case with caryatid 
corners, masks and detailed foliate ornament, case top with handle, and beveled glass allowing 
observation of the oscillating balance, Roman numeral, dead white silvered dial, blued steel hands, 8 day 
timepiece movement with lever platform, the case bottom signed "Cles. Oudin 52 Palais Royal Paris".  
Estimate: $1,200 - $1,500  
Circa. 1880  
2.75in x 1.75in x 1.625in  

Condition Report Lot 710:  
Case with minor wear, silver with tarnish, handle replaced, dial good, hands replaced, running. 

   

      
This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $750  
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Lot 711.  D.F. Aubert, a Geneve, grand sonnerie striking carriage clock with alarm and repeat, gilt one 
piece case with beveled glasses, Roman numeral white enamel dial, blued steel Breguet style hands, 8 
day movement with lever platform, striking grand or petite sonnerie quarters in passing, and repeating 
on demand.  
Estimate: $1,200 - $1,800  
Circa 1840  
6.75in x 4in x 3.25in  

Condition Report Lot 711:    
Gilding with wear, front glass with minor chip at lower left corner, rear door with gouge, upper hinge 
has been reset, small holes drilled in case above hinge, dial with minor hairlines, and chips around hole 
in alarm chapter, hands with minor oxide, steel parts in movement with minor oxide, running striking 
will need attention, strikes three quarters when passing the hour, alarm working, movement would 
benefit from service, a very nice, early clock. D.F. Aubert was a manufacturer of timepieces and music 
boxes, 1828 - 1840. 

  

    
This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $1,300  
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Lot 712. Drocourt, Paris, hour repeating carriage clock, engraved, gilt Gorge case with beveled glasses 
at front, top, and back, the sides with polychrome painted porcelain panels depicting couples in antique 
dress strolling through landscaped gardens, the dial also decorated to match the sides, blued steel 
Breguet style hands, 8 day, time and strike movement with lever platform, striking and repeating on a 
bell mounted to the back plate.  
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500  
Circa. 1870  
7in x 3.75in x 3in  

Condition Report Lot 712 :   
Case very good, front glass with large chip, dial with repair and in painting at top, left panel with repair 
at lower left, and crack at upper right, right side with minor scratch, movement will run, strike train very 
gummy, running very slowly, strike hammer missing, bell replaced. 

   

        

       
 
This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $1,600  
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Lot 713. France, for Tiffany & Co., New York, hour repeating carriage clock with alarm, the glazed, the 
gilt, architectural case with projecting corners, fluted columns supporting a molded cornice, and a 
conforming, ovolo molded top with carrying handle, Roman numeral white enamel dial with subsidiary 
alarm chapter, blued steel Breguet style hands, and 8 day, time and strike movement with lever platform, 
striking the hour and half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand, serial #3130, dial and 
movement signed.  
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500  
Circa. 1890  
7.5in x 4.5in x 4in  

Condition Report 713:  
Case dirty and with verdigris, particularly on the top, could be cleaned by a competent restorer or 
conservator, gilding good, with minor losses, glasses good, faint hairline at bottom of dial, minute hand 
with repair and oxide, movement oily, ticks and strikes, repeating functioning correctly, alarm working. 

 

     

                              
This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $900                                                                                                                
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Lot714. France, a large carriage clock with barometer and exposed balance, gilt bronze case with 
cavetto molded base and cornice, case top with inset barometer and large carrying handle, Arabic 
numeral white enamel dial with matte gilt, sunk center, and exposed lever platform below 12:00, balance 
oscillating beneath a silvered, openwork bridge, 8 day, time and strike movement with round plates, 
striking the hour and half hour in passing.  
Estimate: $900 - $1,200  
10in x 6.25in x 5in  

Condition Report Lot 714 :  
Case good, a bit dirty, and with minor losses to gilding, bezel glass with scratch, dial with faint hairlines, 
escapement platform tarnished, movement dirty, ticks and strikes 

                  

                  
This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $750  
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Lot 715. France, hour repeating carriage clock with alarm, glazed, ornate "pillars" style variant case, 
Roman numeral silver dial with subsidiary alarm chapter, decorated with engine turning and foliate 
engraving, blued steel distaff style hands, 8 day movement with lever platform, striking the hour and 
half hour in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand.  
Estimate: $800 - $1,000  
Circa 1910  
8in x 4.25in x 3.75in  

Condition Report Lot 715:  
Case polished, and with polish residue, front glass with chips at lower right, right glass with crack at 
upper left, dial good, hands with minor oxide, movement ticking, striking and repeating correctly, alarm 
functional 

  

        

This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $1,100  
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Lot 716.  Margaine, Paris, for the English market, hour repeating carriage clock with alarm, the glazed, 
gilt case with torus molded base and cornice, the corners with fluted pilasters, and top with folding 
carrying handle, matte, gilt Roman numeral dial with subsidiary alarm chapter, blued steel Breguet style 
hands, 8 day movement with lever platform, sounding ting tang hours and half hours in passing, and 
repeating the last hour on demand, back plate with Margaine's mark. 
Estimate: $600 - $900  
Circa. 1890  
7.25in x 4in x 3.5in  
 
Condition Report Lot 716:  
Case dirty, with tarnish, minor verdigris, and with losses to gilding, glasses good, dial and hands good, 
hands not synchronized with striking (incorrect hours), movement ticks and strikes, repeating correctly, 
alarm not working. 

 

  

    

This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $450  
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Lot 717. France, hour repeating carriage clock, glazed, gilt Corniche case Arabic numeral white enamel 
dial with matte, gilt mask, blued steel hands, 8 day, time and strike movement with lever platform, 
striking the hours and half hours in passing, and repeating the last hour on demand.  
Estimate: $350 - $450  
Circa. 1900  
6.5in x 3.5in x 3in  

Condition Report Lot 717: 
Gilding restored, minor polish residue, right glass with chip at lower left, rear glass with tiny chip at 
lower right, door loose, hinge pins need to be replaced, dial and hands good, movement with some 
staining on back plate, dirty, ticks, strikes, and repeats correctly 

   

                               
 

This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $180  
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Lot 720. Victorian desk compendium of double carriage clock form, gilt brass case with turned feet, 
finials, and fluted columns, eight beveled glasses, and engraved panels with red enamel infill, the left 
side containing the clock, Roman numeral silvered dial, blued steel hands, 8 day time and alarm 
movement with lever platform, the right side with barometer and compass, both with silvered dials and 
blued steel indicators, case front also mounted with centigrade thermometer, case top with carrying 
handle.  
Estimate: $1,000 - $1,500  
Circa. 1890  
6.25in x 6.5in x 2,75in   

Condition Report Lot 720: 
Case dirty and with losses to gilding and polish residue, clock, thermometer, and barometer dials with 
darkening, alarm dial with verdigris, thermometer replaced, movement runs briefly, alarm functional, 
would benefit from service. 

 

     

This Lot Sold On 4/30/2017 for $700  
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Do you own a carriage clock? 

If so, you may have questions about your clock. 

Such as - - - -  

 

1. When was it made and by whom if it is not signed by a maker. 
 
Many carriage clocks are marked by retailers, such as “Tiffany”.   Many times the maker 
is not identified.  However the maker can often be identified by the construction style and 
other tell-tell signs found on the movement.  
(See K.Hogwood’s article in ‘The CarriageWay’ Vol.2016 No.2). 

 
2. Should I clean the case, or not? 

 
3. And the greatest question of all, what is its value.   

 
This is the hardest question to answer because of the many variables, such as condition of 
movement and case, the name and standing of the clockmaker, & the quality and rarity of 
the clock. We are not licensed appraisers.  We can only advise you where to look for 
comparable clocks so you can make your own "best guess" as to the actual value, always 
remembering the oldest approach to a value is "Willing Buyer, Willing Seller". 

 
Members of our chapter have many years of experience collecting, researching and restoring carriage 
clocks.  Many are willing to help you answer some of these questions. 
 
This free service is for NAWCC members only.   
 
Email questions and pictures of your carriage clock (one clock at a time, please) to: 
 
Ken Hogwood:  (USA)     kenhogwood@aol.com 
 
Doug Minty:   (Australia)   dminty@optusnet.com.au 
 
 
Link to the Online Galleries website: 
www.onlinegalleries.com/art-and-antiques/antique-clocks/carriage-clocks 
 

Link to the 1stdibs website: 
https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/decorative-objects/clocks/?q=carriage+clock  

Link to the Invaluable website:                                                                                                           
http://www.invaluable.com/catalog/searchLots.cfm?scp=u&wa=carriage%20clock&shw=50&houseletter=A&ord
=0&ad=ASC&img=1&ns=1&olf=1&row=51   


